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Lithuania (/?l??ju?e?ni?/ LITH-yoo-AYN-ee-?; Lithuanian: Lietuva [l???t??v?]), officially the Republic of
Lithuania (Lithuanian: Lietuvos Respublika [l???t??vo?s...
308 KB (28,352 words) - 05:49, 20 February 2024 In the European Union, competition law promotes the
maintenance of competition within the European Single Market by regulating anti-competitive conduct...
88 KB (12,041 words) - 20:11, 10 February 2024 The economy of Lithuania is the largest economy among
the three Baltic states. Lithuania is a member of the European Union and belongs to the group of...
124 KB (10,207 words) - 07:44, 3 March 2024 "Tautiška giesm?" as the national anthem of Lithuania was
further confirmed in 1999 with the passage of a national law stating this. At the time when the poem...
32 KB (3,331 words) - 05:08, 1 March 2024 back to 1009 AD. Lithuanians, one of the Baltic peoples, later
conquered neighboring lands and established the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in the 13th century...
181 KB (21,537 words) - 13:03, 21 January 2024 countries continued to recognize Lithuania as an
independent, sovereign de jure state subject to international law, represented by the legations appointed...
45 KB (4,867 words) - 20:26, 6 March 2024 Žalgiris Arena in Kaunas, Lithuania. Medals were awarded in
men's singles, women's singles, pair skating, and ice dance. The competition determined the...
45 KB (655 words) - 10:05, 3 February 2024 Seimas can introduce tax laws. Key tax laws in Lithuania
include Law on Tax Administration, Law on Customs and the individual laws for specific taxes. The...
19 KB (2,193 words) - 18:08, 19 August 2023 Lithuania has participated in the Eurovision Song Contest 23
times since its debut in 1994, where Ovidijus Vyšniauskas finished last, receiving "nul points"...
40 KB (1,988 words) - 23:38, 29 February 2024 basketball competitions. They are controlled by the
Lithuanian Basketball Federation, the governing body for basketball in Lithuania. Despite Lithuania's small...
283 KB (21,470 words) - 04:08, 27 February 2024 history of the Jews in Lithuania spans the period from the
14th century to the present day. There is still a small community in the country, as well...
45 KB (5,689 words) - 00:05, 4 February 2024 for instance the Asian Law Students' Association (ALSA) in
Asia. John H. Jackson Moot Court Competition "ELSA - The European Law Students' Association"...
9 KB (758 words) - 01:48, 6 March 2024 Soviet Union (USSR) in 1990, Lithuanian print media sector served
mainly as a propaganda instrument of the Communist Party of Lithuania (LKP). Alternative...
23 KB (2,764 words) - 10:34, 5 March 2024 Retrieved 14 November 2019. Privatisation of state-owned
enterprises in Lithuania The competition council authorised the concentration deal by FlyLAL Group
services...
9 KB (666 words) - 14:06, 10 February 2024 (/?ka?n?s/; Lithuanian: [?k???n?s] ; previously known in
English as Kovno, also see other names) is the second-largest city in Lithuania after Vilnius...
167 KB (15,247 words) - 09:26, 24 February 2024 distort competition, and states that (2) competition law
applies to services of general economic interest, unless it obstructs their tasks in law or fact...
302 KB (38,875 words) - 22:30, 4 March 2024 the Lithuanian Competition Council as a head of the Financial
Markets Department. From 1994 to 2000 he worked at the Bank of Lithuania, initially in the...
46 KB (3,393 words) - 21:51, 25 February 2024 Music of Lithuania refers to all forms of music associated
with Lithuania, which has a long history of the folk, popular and classical musical development...
58 KB (6,536 words) - 07:16, 13 February 2024 election in Lithuania to take place on May 12". lrt.lt. 2023-
11-09. Retrieved 2023-11-16. "Lithuania to hold multiple citizenship referendum in 2024". lrt...
29 KB (1,724 words) - 21:32, 7 March 2024 causing market impediments and distortions through
competition law (also known as antitrust law). In general it is a government agency, typically a statutory...
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